Synchronizing edededede.bundle with openBIS

Your local bundle is synchronized with the openbis instance.

Progress:

- Checking data consistency
- Linking
- Requesting openBIS IDs
- Creating large previews
- Synchronizing

7/8/11 - 3:04:48 PM Starting synchronization with openBIS
7/8/11 - 3:04:49 PM ### Start checking data consistency ###
7/8/11 - 3:04:49 PM Checking collection: STEM
7/8/11 - 3:05:45 PM ### Linking to experiment ###
    Liking to /SHARED/Generic/SEKHAR (EM-PREP152)
7/8/11 - 3:05:59 PM ### Start requesting IDs ###
7/8/11 - 3:05:59 PM ### Start creating previews ###
7/8/11 - 3:05:59 PM Creating previews: STEM
7/8/11 - 3:05:59 PM ### Synchronization started ###

OK